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The basic question

• Suppose a bank has several desks, each
trading a different class of contingent
claims, each using a (different) arbitrage-
free model

• Under what conditions does this fail to offer
arbitrage opportunities to counterparties?



Example

Some banks use two models for term-
structure derivatives:
– LIBOR market model for LIBOR derivatives

– Swap market model for swap derivatives

– Brigo and Mercurio, in “Interest Rate Models,
Theory and Practice” assert LSM is
“distributionally incompatible” with LFM

– And  “The model choice is made on a case by
case basis, since different products motivate
different models.”



Simplified problem

• Consider a one-period model.

• On the measurable space (Ω,F)  let L1 (resp
L2) be a linear space of bounded measurable
random variables (contingent claims).

• Let Ψi:Li R be linear (for i=1,2)
Ψi(X) represents the price of X for X ∈ Li



Initial no-arbitrage assumption

• We assume “no arbitrage” in the sense that
each Ψi is represented by a probability measure
Pi

• We assume we can choose a numeraire so that
1 ∈ L1 and Ψ1(1)=1.  Thus Ψi(X) = Epi(X) for
X ∈ Li

• There’s no reason to believe that P1 and P2 are,
for example, equivalent.



Trading in both markets
• To avoid obvious “cross market” arbitrage we

assume:
– For X1∈L1, X2∈L2, X1 ≤ X2 we have   Ψ1(X1)≤Ψ2(X2)

• A trader who can trade with both desks can
construct claims in L = L1+L2.  The above
assumption ensures that Ψ1 and Ψ2 agree on L1∩L2,
so Ψ1and  Ψ2 can be (uniquely) extended to a linear
Ψ on L = L1 + L2.

• Finally, assume X∈L1+L2, X≤ b implies Ψ(X) ≤ b.



A Representation Theorem

• Theorem:  Under our assumptions there
exists a finitely additive probability measure
π such that     Ψ(X) = Eπ(X).

• Proof:  Consider the space L∞ whose dual is
the set of finitely additive measures.
–  Ψ is a continuous, positive linear map from a

subspace of L∞ into R.  It has a continuous,
positive extension which is a finitely additive
measure π.



But:  can’t get countable additivity

• Example:  Let Ω = {1, 2, 3, …}.  Let
L1 = {X : X is constant except on a finite set

of odd integers} and
L2 = {X : X is constant except on a finite set

of even integers}

• For X in L1 or L2 define Ψ(X) = the
“constant” value that X takes on infinitely
often.  Let Ψi = Ψ|Li



•  L1 + L2 consists of those claims X which
are equal to a constant for all but finitely
many ω’s, and Ψ(X) is equal to that
constant.

• Claim: Ψ cannot be represented by a
countably additive measure.

• Proof:  Suppose Q represents Ψ, i.e.,
Ψ(X)=EQ(X).  For each ω, changing the
value of X at ω doesn’t affect the value of
Ψ(X).  Thus Q({ω})=0 for all ω.  Ιf Q were
countably additive we’d have Q=0.



Getting a countably additive
representing measure

• Consider the duality (L∞(P),L1(P)) with bilinear
form given by                         , where P is a
reference measure on Ω.

• Let T be the relative topology on L1+L2 induced
by σ(L∞(P),L1(P)).

• Call Ψ “suitably continuous” provided
limα Ψ(Xα) = 0 for every net {Xα} in L1+L2
which converges to 0 in the topology T.
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Getting countable additivity
• Theorem.  Suppose Ψ1=Ψ2 on L1 ∩ L2 and

Ψ1(X1) < Ψ2(X2)  whenever X1∈L1, X2∈L2,
X1≤X2  and P{X1<X2} > 0.

• Then the linear Ψ extending Ψ1 and Ψ2 to
L1+L2 is “suitably continuous” if and only if
there is a not necessarily positive countably
additive measure Q absolutely continuous
wrt P and with Q(Ω)=1 such that
. ∫=Ψ XdQX )(



Proof
• Suppose Ψ is suitably continuous.
• Set M = {X ∈ L1+L2 : Ψ(X)=0}.
• Choose X0 ∈ L1+L2 for which Ψ(X0)=1.
• Claim:  X0 is not in Mc, the T-closure of M.

– If it were, there would be a net {Xα} in M
converging to X0 in the σ(L∞(P),L1(P)) topology.
Since X0 and all Xα are in L1+L2 and T is
induced topology on L1+L2, {Xα} would
converge to X0 in the T topology. Since Ψ(X0)=1
and Ψ(Xα)=0 for all α, Ψ can’t  be suitably
continuous.



Proof continued

• So Mc is closed and does not intersect {X0}.

• The Hahn-Banach theorem then provides a
continuous linear functional (an element f0

of L1) separating Mc and {X0}.  Denote this
operator Θ, so  Θ(X) =          .  We scale Θ
so that it’s 1 at X0 (and stays 0 on M).

• For X ∈ L1+L2 we have X- Θ(X)X0 ∈ M, so
Ψ(X- Θ(X)X0)=0, so Ψ(X)= Θ(X).  qed
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Example continued with a unique
signed countably additive measure
• Set Ω = {0} ∪ Ω (as before) and, for each

X in L1+L2, define Y on Ω by: Y(ω)=X(ω)
for ω>0 and Y(0)= - Ψ(X) for ω=0.

• It’s easy to see that the only countably
additive representing measure Q is given by
Q(B) = -1 if 0∈B, and Q(B)=0 if not.



Final step – getting a representing
probability measure

• One final condition:

• We want to ensure that the extended pricing
measure isn’t “too wild.”

• To this end we require that there is a K>0
and Q1 and Q2 representing Ψ1 and Ψ2 such
that if X∈L1+L2, EQ1(X)<1 and EQ2(X)<1,
then  Ψ(X)<K.



This condition is necessary

• Suppose we can find a representing
probability Q, so Ψ(X)=EQ(X) for all X.

• Then take Q1 = Q2 = Q, and the condition
follows with K=1.

• Theorem:  It’s also sufficient.  (Proof is
another Hahn-Banach argument.)


